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Abstract
This paper presents an analysis of how Linux’s performance has evolved over the past seven years. Unlike recent works that focus on OS performance in terms of scalability or service of a particular workload, this study goes back to basics: the latency of core kernel operations (e.g., system calls, context switching, etc.). To our surprise, the study shows that the performance of many core operations has worsened or fluctuated significantly over the years. For example, the select system call is 100% slower than it was just two years ago. An in-depth analysis shows that over the past seven years, core kernel subsystems have been forced to accommodate an increasing number of security enhancements and new features. These additions steadily add overhead to core kernel operations but also frequently introduce extreme slowdowns of more than 100%. In addition, simple misconfigurations have also severely impacted kernel performance. Overall, we find most of the slowdowns can be attributed to 11 changes.

Some forms of slowdown are avoidable with more proactive engineering. We show that it is possible to patch two security enhancements (from the 11 changes) to eliminate most of their overheads. In fact, several features have been introduced to the kernel unoptimized or insufficiently tested and then improved or disabled long after their release.

Our findings also highlight both the feasibility and importance for Linux users to actively configure their systems to achieve an optimal balance between performance, functionality, and security: we discover that 8 out of the 11 changes can be avoided by reconfiguring the kernel, and the other 3 can be disabled through simple patches. By disabling the 11 changes with the goal of optimizing performance, we speed up Redis, Apache, and Nginx benchmark workloads by as much as 56%, 33%, and 34%, respectively.

1 Introduction
In the early days of operating systems (OS) research, the performance of core OS kernel operations – in particular, system call latency – was under the microscope [5, 11, 37, 47, 56]. However, over the past decade or two, interest in core kernel performance has waned. Researchers have seemingly shifted focus to other aspects of OS performance such as multicore scalability [10], performance under specific workloads or on new hardware, and scheduling [45], to name just a few. Indeed, the most recent comprehensive analysis of OS system call performance dates back to 1996, when McVoy and Staelin [47] studied OS system call latencies using lmbench with follow-up work from Brown and Seltzer [11] in 1997 that extended lmbench. This begs the question: are core OS kernel operations getting slower or faster?

This paper presents an analysis of how the latencies of Linux’s core operations have evolved over the past seven years. We use the term “kernel operations” to encompass both system calls and kernel functions like context switching. This work first introduces LEBench, a microbenchmark suite that measures the performance of the 13 kernel operations that most significantly impact a variety of popular applications. We test LEBench on 36 Linux release versions, from 3.0 to 4.20 (the most recent), running on a single Intel Xeon server. Figure 1 shows the results. All kernel operations are slower than they were four years ago (version 4.0), except for big-write and big-munmap. The majority (75%) of the kernel operations are slower than seven years ago (version 3.0). Many of the slowdowns are substantial: the majority
First, we observe a growing number of major slowdowns. These root causes fall into three categories. (a) shows the latency trend for each test across all kernels, relative to the 4.0 kernel. (We use the 4.0 kernel as a baseline to better highlight performance degradations in later kernels.) (b) shows the timeline of each performance affecting change. Each value in (a) indicates the percentage change in latency of a test relative to the same test on the 4.0 kernel. Therefore, positive and negative values indicate worse and better performance, respectively. *: for brevity, we show the main result. (a) shows the latency trend for each test across all kernels, relative to the 4.0 kernel. (We use the 4.0 kernel as a baseline to better highlight performance degradations in later kernels.) (b) shows the timeline of each performance affecting change. Each value in (a) indicates the percentage change in latency of a test relative to the same test on the 4.0 kernel. Therefore, positive and negative values indicate worse and better performance, respectively. *: for brevity, we show the main result. 

Drilling down on these performance fluctuations, we observe that a total of 11 root causes are responsible for the major slowdowns. These root causes fall into three categories. First, we observe a growing number of (1) security enhancements and (2) new features, like support for containers and virtualization, being added to the kernel. The effect of this trend on kernel performance manifests itself in two ways: a steady creep of slowdown in core operations, and disruptive slowdowns that persist over many versions (e.g., a more than 100% slowdown that persists across six versions). Such significant impacts are introduced by security enhancements and features, which often demand complex and intrusive modifications to central subsystems of the kernel, such as memory management. The last category of root causes is (3) configuration changes, some of which are simple misconfigurations that resulted in severe slowdowns across kernel configurations, impacting many users.

(67%) slow down by at least 50% and some by 100% over the last seven years (e.g., mmap, poll & select, send & recv). Performance has also fluctuated significantly over the years.

Figure 1. Main result. (a) shows the latency trend for each test across all kernels, relative to the 4.0 kernel. (We use the 4.0 kernel as a baseline to better highlight performance degradations in later kernels.) (b) shows the timeline of each performance affecting change. Each value in (a) indicates the percentage change in latency of a test relative to the same test on the 4.0 kernel. Therefore, positive and negative values indicate worse and better performance, respectively. *: for brevity, we show the main result.
While many forms of slowdowns result from fundamental trade-offs between performance and functionality or security, we find a good number could have been avoided or significantly alleviated with more proactive software engineering practices. For example, frequent lightweight testing can easily catch the simple misconfigurations that resulted in widespread slowdowns. The performance of certain kernel functions would also benefit from more eager optimizations and thorough testing: we found some features significantly degraded the performance of core kernel operations in the initial release; only long after having been introduced were they performance-optimized or disabled due to performance complaints. Furthermore, a few other changes that introduced performance slowdowns simply remained unoptimized—we patched two of the security enhancements to eliminate most of their performance overhead without reducing security guarantees. At the same time, we recognize the difficulty of testing and maintaining a generic OS kernel like Linux, which must support a diverse array of hardware and workloads [27], and evolves extremely quickly [52]. On the other hand, the benefit of being a generic OS kernel is that Linux is highly configurable—8 out of the 11 root causes can be easily disabled by reconfiguring the kernel. This creates the potential for Linux users to actively configure their kernels and significantly improve the performance of their custom workloads.

Out of the many performance-critical parts of the kernel, we chose to study core kernel operations since the significance of their performance is likely elevating; recent advances in fast non-volatile memory and network devices together with the flattened curve of microprocessor speed scaling may shift the bottleneck to core kernel operations. We also chose to focus on how the kernel’s software design and implementation impact performance. Prior studies on OS performance mostly focused on comparing the implications of different architectures [5, 12, 56, 64]. Those studies occurred during a time of diverse and fast-changing CPUs, but such CPU architectural heterogeneity has largely disappeared in today’s server market. Therefore, we focus on software changes to core OS operations introduced over time, making this the first work to systematically perform a longitudinal study on the performance of core OS operations. This paper makes the following contributions. The first is a thorough analysis of the performance evolution of Linux’s core kernel operations and the root causes for significant performance trends. We also show that it is possible to mitigate the performance overhead of two of the security enhancements. Our second contribution is LEBench, a microbenchmark that is collected from representative workloads together with a regression testing framework capable of evaluating the performance of an array of Linux versions. The benchmark suite and a framework for automatically testing multiple kernel versions are available at https://github.com/LinuxPerfStudy/LEBench. Finally, we evaluate the impact of the 11 identified root causes on three real-world applications and show that they can cause slowdowns as high as 56%, 33%, and 34% on the Redis key-value store, Apache HTTP server, and Nginx web server, respectively.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. §2 describes LEBench and the methodology we used to drive our analysis. We summarize our main findings in §3 before zooming into each change that caused significant performance fluctuations in §4. §5 discusses the performance implications of core kernel operations on three real-world applications. §6 validates LEBench’s results on a different hardware setup. We discuss the challenges of Linux performance tuning in §7, and we survey related work in §9 before concluding.

## 2 Methodology

Our experiments focus on system calls, thread creation, page faults, and context switching. To determine which system calls are frequently exercised, we use our best efforts to select a set of representative application workloads. Table 1 lists the applications and the workloads we ran. We include workloads from three popular server-side applications: Spark, a distributed computing framework, Redis, a key-value store, and PostgreSQL, a relational database. In addition, we include an interactive user workload—web browsing through the Chromium browser—and a software development workload—building the Linux kernel. The chosen workloads exercise the kernel with varying intensities, as shown in Table 1.

We used `strace` to measure CPU time and the call-frequency of each system call used by the workloads. We then selected those system calls which took up the most time across all workloads. `wait`-related system calls were excluded as their sole purpose is to block the process. Table 2 lists each of the microbenchmarks. Where applicable, we vary the input sizes to account for a variety of usage patterns.

Our process for running each microbenchmark is as follows. Latency is measured by collecting a timestamp immediately before and after invoking a kernel operation. For system calls, the benchmark bypasses the libc wrapper whenever possible to expose the true kernel performance. We repeat

### Table 1. Applications and respective workloads used to choose core kernel operations, and each workload’s approximate execution time spent in the kernel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>% System Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apache Spark v2.2.1</td>
<td>spark-bench’s minimal example</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redis v4.0.8</td>
<td>redis-benchmark with 100K requests</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostgreSQL v9.5</td>
<td>pgbench with scale factor 100</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromium browser v59.0.3071.109</td>
<td>Watching a video and reading a news article</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build toolchain (make 4.1, gcc 5.3)</td>
<td>Compiling the 4.15.10 Linux kernel</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We selected the latest minor version (the y in v.x.y) released just before the release of 3.1.0 since 3.0.8 may contain some changes that were introduced in 3.1.0. We only tested versions that were released. Linux distributions such as Ubuntu [68] or Arch Linux [33] typically configure the kernel differently from Linux’s default configuration. We use Ubuntu’s Linux distribution because, at least for web-servers, Ubuntu is the most widely used Linux distribution [70]. For example, Netflix hosts its services on Ubuntu kernels [4].

We carried out the tests on an HP DL160 G9 server with a 2.40GHz Intel Xeon E5-2630 v3 processor, 512KB L1 cache, 2MB L2 cache, and 20MB L3 cache. The server also has 128GB of 1866MHz DDR4 memory and a 960GB SSD for persistent storage. To understand how different hardware setups affect the results, we repeated the tests on a Lenovo laptop with an Intel i7 processor and analyze the differences between the two sets of results in §6.

When interpreting results from the microbenchmarks, we treat a flat latency trend as expected and analyze any increase or decrease that may signify a performance regression or improvement, respectively. We extract the causes of these performance changes iteratively: for each test, we first identify the root cause of the most significant performance change; we then disable the root cause and repeat the process to identify the root cause of the next most significant performance change. We repeat this until the difference between the slowest and fastest kernel versions is no more than 10% for the target test.

### 3 Overview of Results

We overview the results of our analysis in this section and make a few key observations before detailing each root cause in §4.

Figure 1 displays the latency evolution of each test across all kernels, relative to the 4.0 kernel. Only isolated tests experience performance improvements over time; the majority of tests display worsening performance trends and frequently suffer prolonged episodes of severe performance degradation. These episodes result in significant performance fluctuations across multiple core kernel operations. For example, send and recv’s performance degraded by 135% from version 3.9 to 3.10, improved by 137% in 3.11, and then degraded again by 150% in 3.12. We also observe that the benchmark’s overall performance degraded by 55% going from version 4.13 to 4.15. The sudden and significant nature of these performance changes suggest that there may be critical performance degradations.

We make a few key observations before detailing each root cause in §4.

Table 2. A description of the tests in LEBench including their usage patterns. (The size of a page is 4kB in this table.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Context switch</td>
<td>Forces context switching by having two processes repeatedly pass one byte through two pipes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thread create</td>
<td>Measure the time immediately before and after the thread creation, both in the child and the parent. The shorter latency of the two is used to eliminate variations introduced by scheduling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fork</td>
<td>Measure the time immediately before and after the fork, both in the child and the parent. The shorter latency of the two is used. To stress test fork, 12,000 writable pages are mapped into the parent before forking; to understand the minimum forking overhead, 0 pages are mapped.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read, write</td>
<td>Sequentially read or write the entire content of a file. A one page file is used to understand the bare minimum overhead. Sizes of 10 and 10,000 pages are used to test how performance changes with increasing sizes. For read tests, the page cache is warmed up by running the tests before taking measurements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mmap, munmap</td>
<td>Map a number of consecutive file-backed read-only pages from a file into memory, or unmap a number of consecutive file-backed writable pages into a file. We use three file sizes: 1, 10, and 10,000 pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page fault</td>
<td>Reads one byte from the first page of a number of newly mapped pages to trigger page faults. The test is run for 1 and 10,000 contiguous, mapped file-backed pages. The size of the mapped region affects the behavior of page fault handling under the “fault-around” patch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>send, recv</td>
<td>Creates a TCP connection between two processes on the same machine using a UNIX socket as the underlying communication channel. Each process repeatedly sends/receives a message to/from the other. The test is run for two message sizes: 1 byte and 96,000 bytes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>select, poll, epoll</td>
<td>Performs select, poll, or epoll on a number of socket file descriptors. The socket file descriptors become ready upon having enough memory for each socket. The test is run for 10 and 1,000 file descriptors.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Summary of root causes causing performance fluctuations across kernel versions. For each root cause, we report examples of significant slowdowns from highly impacted tests across all kernel versions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root Cause</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>How it affects performance</th>
<th>Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Security Enhancements:</strong></td>
<td>max combined slowdown: 146% poll</td>
<td>A kernel entry/exit now swaps the page table pointer, which further leads to subsequent TLB misses.</td>
<td>recv 63%, small-read 60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kernel page-table isolation (KPTI) (§4.1.1)</td>
<td>Removes kernel memory mappings from the page table upon entering userspace to mitigate Meltdown.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid indirect branch speculation (§4.1.2)</td>
<td>Mitigates Spectre (v2) by avoiding speculations on indirect jumps and calls.</td>
<td>Adds around 30 cycles to each indirect jump or call.</td>
<td>poll 89%, recv 25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLAB freelist randomization (§4.1.3)</td>
<td>Randomizes the order of objects in the SLAB freelist.</td>
<td>Destroys spatial locality that leads to increased L3 cache misses.</td>
<td>big-select 45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardened usercopy (§4.1.4)</td>
<td>Adds sanity checks on data-copy operations between userspace and the kernel.</td>
<td>Constant cost for system calls that copy data to and from userspace.</td>
<td>send 18%, select 18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New Features:</strong></td>
<td>max combined slowdown: 167% big-pagefault</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault around (§4.2.1)</td>
<td>Pre-establishes mappings for pages surrounding a faulting page, if they are available in the file cache.</td>
<td>Adds constant overhead for page faults on read-only file-backed pages.</td>
<td>big-pagefault 167%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control group memory controller (§4.2.2)</td>
<td>Accounts and limits memory usage per control group.</td>
<td>Adds overhead when establishing or destroying page mappings.</td>
<td>big-munmap 81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disabling transparent huge pages (§4.2.3)</td>
<td>Disables the transparent use of 2MB pages.</td>
<td>More page faults when sequentially accessing large memory regions.</td>
<td>big-read 83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Userspace page fault handling (§4.2.4)</td>
<td>Enables userspace to provide the mapping for page faults in an address range.</td>
<td>Släows down fork, which checks each copied memory area for userspace mappings.</td>
<td>big-fork 12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Configuration Changes:</strong></td>
<td>max combined slowdown: 171% small-read</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forced context tracking (§4.3.1)</td>
<td>Misconfiguration forces unnecessary CPU time accounting and RCU handling on every kernel entry and exit.</td>
<td>Adds overhead on each kernel entry and exit.</td>
<td>small-read 171%, recv 149%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLB layout specification (§4.3.2)</td>
<td>Hardcoded &amp; outdated TLB capacity in older kernels causes munmap to flush the TLB when it should invalidate individual TLB entries.</td>
<td>Increases TLB misses due to flushes.</td>
<td>50% read after munmap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing CPU power-saving states (§4.3.3)</td>
<td>Missing power-saving states in older kernels results in decreased effective frequency.</td>
<td>Släows down CPU bound tests.</td>
<td>select 31%, send 26%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The 11 changes fall into three categories: security enhancements (4/11), new features (4/11), and configuration changes (3/11).

Overall, Linux users are paying a hefty performance tax for security enhancements. The cost of accommodating security enhancements is high because many of them demand significant changes to the kernel. For example, the mitigation for Meltdown (§4.1.1) requires maintaining a separate page table for userspace and kernel execution, fundamentally modifying some of the core designs of memory management. Similarly, SLAB freelist randomization (§4.1.3) alters dynamic memory allocation behaviours in the kernel.

Interestingly, several security features introduce overhead by attempting to defend against untrusted code in the kernel itself. For example, the hardened usercopy feature (§4.1.4) is used to defend against bugs in kernel code that might copy too much data between userspace and the kernel. However, we note that it can be redundant with other kernel code that already carefully validates pointers. Similarly, SLAB freelist randomization (§4.1.3) attempts to protect against buffer overflow attacks that exploit buggy kernel code. However, the randomization introduces overhead for all uses of the

degradations suggests they are caused by intrusive changes to the kernel.

We identified 11 kernel changes that explain the significant performance fluctuations as well as more steady sources of overhead. These are categorized and summarized in Table 3, and their impact on LEBench’s performance is overviewed in Figure 2. The 11 changes fall into three categories: security enhancements (4/11), new features (4/11), and configuration changes (3/11).

Overall, Linux users are paying a hefty performance tax for security enhancements. The cost of accommodating security enhancements is high because many of them demand significant changes to the kernel. For example, the mitigation for Meltdown (§4.1.1) requires maintaining a separate page table for userspace and kernel execution, fundamentally modifying some of the core designs of memory management. Similarly, SLAB freelist randomization (§4.1.3) alters dynamic memory allocation behaviours in the kernel.

Interestingly, several security features introduce overhead by attempting to defend against untrusted code in the kernel itself. For example, the hardened usercopy feature (§4.1.4) is used to defend against bugs in kernel code that might copy too much data between userspace and the kernel. However, we note that it can be redundant with other kernel code that already carefully validates pointers. Similarly, SLAB freelist randomization (§4.1.3) attempts to protect against buffer overflow attacks that exploit buggy kernel code. However, the randomization introduces overhead for all uses of the
SLAB freelist, including correct kernel code. This suggests a trust issue that is fundamentally rooted in the monolithic kernel design [8].

Similar to the security enhancements, supporting many new features demands complex and intricate changes to the core kernel logic. For example, the control group memory controller feature (§4.2.2), which supports containerization, requires tracking every page allocation and deallocation; in an early unoptimized version, it slowed down the big-pagefault and big-munmap tests by as much as 26% and 81% respectively.

While the complexity of certain features may increase the difficulty of performance optimization. Simple misconfigurations have also significantly impacted kernel performance. For example, mistakenly turning on forced context tracking (§4.3.1) caused all the benchmark tests to slowdown by an average of 50%.

Two aforementioned changes (forced context tracking and control group memory controller) were significantly optimized or disabled entirely reactively, i.e., only after performance degradations were observed in released kernels, instead of proactively. Forced context tracking (§4.3.1) was only disabled after plaguing five versions for more than 11 months, and has become a well-known cause of performance troubles for Linux users [46, 48, 57]; control group memory controller (§4.2.2) remained unoptimized for 6.5 years, and continues to cause significant performance degradation in real workloads [49, 69]. Both cases are clearly captured by LEBench, suggesting that more frequent and thorough testing, as well as more proactive performance optimizations, would have avoided these impacts on users.

As another example where Linux performance would benefit from more proactive optimization, we were able to easily optimize two other security enhancements, namely avoiding indirect jump speculation (§4.1.2) and hardened user copy (§4.1.4), largely eliminating their slowdowns without sacrificing security guarantees.

Finally, with little effort, Linux users can avoid most of the performance degradation from the identified root causes by actively reconfiguring their systems. In fact, 8 out of 11 root causes can be disabled through configuration, and the other 3 can be disabled through simple patches. Users that do not require the new functionalities or security guarantees can disable them to avoid paying unnecessary performance penalties. In addition, our findings also point to the fact that Linux is shipped with static configurations that cannot adapt...
to workloads with diverse characteristics. This suggests that Linux users should pay close attention to performance when their workload’s characteristics change or when updating the kernel; in such scenarios, kernel misconfigurations (with respect to the workload) or Linux performance regressions could be avoided by proactive kernel reconfiguration. This practice has the potential to offer significant performance gains.

4 Performance Impacting Root Causes

This section describes the 11 root causes from Table 3. For each root cause, we first explain the background of the change before analyzing its performance impact.

4.1 Security Enhancements

Four security enhancements to the kernel resulted in significant performance slowdowns in LEBench. The first two are a response to recently discovered CPU vulnerabilities, and the last two are meant to protect against buggy kernel code.

4.1.1 Remove Kernel Mappings in User-space

Introduced after kernel version 4.14, kernel page table isolation (KPTI) [41] is a security patch to mitigate the Meltdown vulnerability [44] that affects several current generation processor architectures, including Intel x86 [18, 22]. The average slowdown caused by KPTI across all microbenchmark tests is 22%; recv and read tests are affected the most, slowing down by 63% and 59% respectively.

Meltdown allows a userspace process to read kernel memory. When the attacker performs a read of an unauthorized address, the processor schedules both the read and the privilege check in its instruction pipeline. However, before the privilege check is complete, the value read may have already been returned from memory and loaded into the cache. Once the privilege check fails, the processor does not eliminate all side-effects of the read and the value remains in the cache. The attacker can exploit this by using a “timing-channel” to leak the value.

KPTI mitigates Meltdown by using a different page table in the kernel than in userspace. Before the patch, kernel and user mode shared the same address space using one shared page table with kernel memory protected by requiring a higher privilege level for access. However, this protection is ineffective with Meltdown. With KPTI, the kernel-space page table still contains both kernel and user mappings; whereas the userspace page table removes the vast majority of kernel mappings, leaving only the bare-minimum ones necessary to service a trap (e.g., handlers for system calls and interrupts) [31].

The overhead of keeping two separate page tables is minimal. KPTI only needs to keep a separate copy of the top-level page table for both kernel and user page tables; all lower-level page tables in the user page table can be accessed from the kernel page table. The top-level page table contains only 512 entries and is modified very infrequently, requiring very little “synchronization” between the two copies.

KPTI’s most serious source of overhead stems from swapping the page table pointer on every kernel entry and exit, each time forcing a TLB flush. This leads to a constant cost of the two writes to the page table pointer register (CR3 on Intel processors) and a variable cost from increased TLB misses. With KPTI, the lower-bound of the constant cost is on the order of 400–500 cycles, whereas without KPTI, the kernel entry and exit overhead is less than 100 cycles.1 The variable cost of TLB misses depends on different workloads’ memory access patterns. For example, small-read and big-read spend an additional 700 and 6000 cycles in the TLB miss handler, respectively.

The kernel developers released an optimization with the KPTI patch that avoids the TLB flush on processors with the process-context identifier (PCID) feature [23].2 The feature allows tagging each TLB entry with a unique PCID pertaining to an address space, such that only entries with the currently active PCID are used by the CPU. The kernel developers use this feature to assign a separate PCID for the kernel and user TLB entries, hence the kernel no longer needs to flush the TLB on each entry and exit.

The performance improvement is significant. Figure 3 compares KPTI’s overhead on the read test with and without the PCID optimization. For the shortest read test with a baseline latency of 344ns, the PCID optimization reduces the slowdown from 113% to 47%. The number of increased cycles in the TLB miss handler is reduced from 700 to just 30. (Figure 3 also shows that tests with short latencies are more sensitive to the overhead caused by KPTI.)

Despite the TLB flush being avoided, we find the lower-bound of the constant cost of KPTI is still 400–500 cycles. This is because the kernel still needs to write to the CR3 register on every entry and exit, since on Intel processors, the active PCID is stored in bits that are a part of CR3. Writing to CR3 is expensive, costing around 200 cycles. This is why,

\[1\] We measure the constant cost by comparing the result of running an empty system call with and without the KPTI patch. We measure the cycles spent in the MMU’s TLB miss handler. The constant cost is estimated by subtracting the increase in cycles spent in the TLB miss handler from the overall increase in latency.

\[2\] The results in Figure 1 and Table 3 are obtained with PCID enabled.
as shown in Figure 3, the shortest read test still experiences a 59% slowdown with PCID-optimized KPTI. The PCID optimization alone has a minimal cost: it results in around two additional instruction TLB misses per round-trip to the kernel, compared to pre-KPTI kernels. This is because the optimization requires additional code, for example, to swap the active PCID on kernel entry and exit.

Interestingly, the PCID optimization benefits all tests with the exception of the med-munmap test, whose slowdown increases from 18% to 53% with PCID enabled. This is because med-munmap shoots down individual TLB entries, and the instruction to invalidate a tagged TLB entry is more expensive.

4.1.2 Avoiding Indirect Branch Speculation

Introduced in version 4.14, the Retpoline patch [67] mitigates the second variant (V2) of the Spectre attacks [35] by bypassing the processor’s speculative execution of indirect branches. The patch slows down half of the tests by more than 10% and causes severe degradation to the select, poll, and epoll tests, resulting in an average slowdown of 66%. In particular, poll and epoll slow down by 89% and 72%, respectively.

An indirect branch is a jump or call instruction whose target is not determined statically—it is only resolved at runtime. An example is jmp [rax], which jumps to an address that is stored in the rax register. Modern processors use the indirect branch predictor to speculatively execute the instructions at the predicted target. However, Intel and AMD processors do not completely eliminate all side effects of an incorrect speculation, e.g., by leaving data in the cache as described in §4.1.1 [1, 22]. Attackers can exploit such “side-channels” by carefully polluting the indirect branch target history, hence tricking the processor into speculatively executing the desired branch target.

Retpoline mitigates Spectre v2 by replacing each indirect branch with a sequence of instructions—called a “thunk”—during compilation. Figure 4 shows the thunk that replaces jmp [rax]. The thunk starts with a call, which pushes the return address (line 4) onto the stack, before jumping to line 7. Line 7, however, replaces the return address with the original jump destination, stored in rax, by moving it onto the stack. This causes the ret at line 8 to jump to the original jump destination, [rax], instead of line 4. Thus, the thunk achieves the same behavior as jmp [rax] without using indirect branches.

A careful reader would have noticed that even without lines 4 and 5, the speculative path would still fall into an infinite loop at lines 7 and 8. What makes lines 4–5 necessary is that repeatedly executing line 8, even speculatively, greatly perturbs a separate return address speculator, resulting in high overhead. In addition, the pause instruction at line 4 provides a hint to the CPU that the two lines are a spin-loop, allowing the CPU to optimize for power consumption [2, 24].

The slowdown caused by Retpoline is proportional to the number of indirect jumps and calls in the test. The penalty for each such instruction is similar to that of a branch misprediction. We further investigate the effects of Retpoline on the select test. Without Retpoline, the select test executes an average of 31 indirect branches, all of which are indirect calls; the misprediction rate of these is less than 1 in 30,000. Further analysis shows that 95% of these indirect calls are from just three program locations that use function pointers to invoke the handler of a specific resource type. Figure 5 shows one of the program locations, which is also on the critical path of poll and epoll. The poll function pointer is invoked repeatedly inside select’s main loop, and the actual target is decided by the file type (a socket, in our case).
With Retpoline, all of the 31 indirect branches executed by select are replaced with the thunk, and the ret in the thunk always causes a return address misprediction that has 30-35 cycles of penalty, resulting in a total slowdown of 68% for the test.

We alleviated the performance degradation by turning each indirect call into a switch statement, i.e., a direct conditional branch, which Spectre-V2 cannot exploit. Figure 6 shows our patch on the program location shown in Figure 5. It directly invokes the specific target after matching for the type of the resource. It reduced select’s slowdown from 68% to 5.7%, and big-select’s slowdown from 55% to 2.5% respectively. This patch also reduces Retpoline’s overhead on poll and epoll.

### 4.1.3 SLAB Freelist Randomization

Introduced since version 4.7, SLAB freelist randomization increases the difficulty of exploiting buffer overflow bugs in the kernel [66]. A SLAB is a chunk of contiguous memory for storing equally-sized objects [9, 39]. It is used by the kernel to allocate kernel objects. A group of SLABs for a particular type or size-class is called a cache. For example, fork uses the kernel’s SLAB allocator to allocate mm_structs from SLABs in the mm_struct cache. The allocator keeps track of free spaces for objects in a SLAB using a "freelist," which is a linked list connecting adjacent object spaces in memory. As a result, objects allocated one after another will be adjacent in memory. This predictability can be exploited by an attacker to perform a buffer overflow attack. Oberheide [28] describes an example of an attack that has occurred in practice.

The SLAB freelist randomization feature randomizes the order of free spaces for objects in a SLAB’s freelist such that consecutive objects in the list are not reliably adjacent in memory. During initialization, the feature generates an array of random numbers for each cache. Then for every new SLAB, the freelist is constructed in the order of the corresponding random number array.

This patch resulted in notable overhead on tests that sequentially access a large amount of memory. It caused big-fork to slow down by 37%, and the set of tests—big-select, big-poll, and big-epoll—to slow down by an average of 41%. The slowdown comes from two sources. The first is the time spent randomizing the freelist during its initialization. In particular, big-fork spent roughly 6% of its execution time just randomizing the freelist since it needs to allocate several SLABs for the new process. The second and more significant source of slowdown is poor locality caused by turning sequential object access patterns into random access patterns. For example, big-fork’s L3 cache misses increased by around 15%.

### 4.1.4 Hardened Usercopy

Introduced since version 4.8, the hardened usercopy patch validates kernel pointers used when copying data between userspace and the kernel [26]. Without this patch, bugs in the kernel could be exploited to either cause buffer overflow attacks when too much data is copied from userspace, or to leak data when too much is copied to userspace. This patch protects against such bugs by performing a series of sanity checks on kernel pointers during every copy operation. However, this adds unnecessary overhead to kernel code that already validates pointers.

For example, consider select, which takes a set of file descriptors for every type of event the user wants to watch for. When invoked, the kernel copies the set from userspace, modifies it to indicate which events occurred, and then copies the set back to userspace. During this operation, the kernel already checks that kernel memory was allocated correctly and only copies as many bytes as were allocated. However, the hardened usercopy patch adds several redundant sanity checks to this process. These include checking that i) the kernel pointer is not null, ii) the kernel region involved does not overlap the text segment, and iii) the object’s size does not exceed the size limit of its SLAB if it is allocated using the SLAB allocator. To evaluate the cost of these redundant checks, we carefully patched the kernel to remove them.

The cost of hardened usercopy depends on the type of data being copied and the amount. For select, the cost of checking adds 30ns of overhead. This slows down the test by a maximum of 18%. epoll operates similarly to select and also has to copy file descriptors and events to and from userspace. Interestingly, epoll does not experience the same degree of slowdown since it copies less data; the list of events to watch for is kept in the kernel, and only the events which have occurred are copied to userspace. In contrast, the read tests copy one page to userspace at a time, but the page does not belong to a SLAB. As a result, only basic checks such as checking for a valid address are performed, costing only around 5ns for each page copied. This source of overhead is not significant even for big-read, which copies 10,000 pages.

### 4.2 New Features

Next we describe the root causes that are new kernel features. One of them, namely fault around (§4.2.1), is in fact, an optimization. It improves performance for workloads with certain characteristics at the cost of others. Disabling transparent huge pages (§4.2.3) can also improve performance for certain workloads. However, these features also impose non-trivial overhead on LEBench’s microbenchmarks. The other two features are new kernel functionalities mostly intended for virtualization or containerization needs.

#### 4.2.1 Fault Around

Introduced in version 3.15, the fault around feature ("fault-around") is an optimization that aims to reduce the number of minor page faults [34]. A minor page fault occurs when no page table entry (PTE) exists for the required page, but
the page is resident in the page cache. On a page fault, fault-around not only attempts to establish the mapping for the faulting page, but also for the surrounding pages. Assuming the workload has good locality and several of the pages adjacent to the required page are resident in the page cache, fault-around will reduce the number of subsequent minor page faults. However, if these assumptions do not hold, fault-around can introduce overhead. For example, Roselli et al. studied several file system workloads and found that larger files tend to be accessed randomly, which renders prefetching unhelpful [63].

The big-pagefault test experiences a 54% slowdown as a result of fault-around. big-pagefault triggers a page fault by accessing a single page within a larger memory-mapped region. When handling this page fault, the fault-around feature searches the page cache for surrounding pages and establishes their mappings, leading to additional overhead.

### 4.2.2 Control Groups Memory Controller

Introduced in version 2.6, the control group (cgroup) memory controller records and limits the memory usage of different control groups [42]. Control groups allow a user to isolate the resource usage of different groups of processes. They are a building block of containerization technologies like Docker [16] and Linux Containers (LXC) [43]. This feature is tightly coupled with the kernel’s core memory controller so it can credit every page deallocation or debit every page allocation to a certain cgroup. It introduces overhead on tests that heavily exercise the kernel memory controller, even though they do not use the cgroup feature.

The mmunmap tests experienced the most significant slowdown due to the added overhead during page deallocation. In particular, big-mmunmap and med-mmunmap experienced an 81% and 48% slowdown, respectively, in kernels earlier than version 3.17.

Interestingly, the kernel developers only began to optimize cgroup’s overhead since version 3.17, 6.5 years after cgroups was first introduced [29]. During mmunmap, the memory controller needs to “uncharge” the memory usage from the cgroup. Before version 3.17, the uncharging was done once for every page that was deallocated. It also required synchronization to keep the uncharging and the actual page deallocation atomic. Since version 3.17, uncharging is batched, i.e., it is done only once for all the removed mappings. It also occurs at a later stage when the mappings are invalidated from the TLB, so it no longer requires synchronization. Consequently, after kernel version 3.17, the slowdowns of big-mmunmap and med-mmunmap are reduced to 9% and 5%, respectively.

In contrast, the memory controller only adds 2.7% of overhead for the page fault tests. When handling a page fault, the memory controller first ensures that the cgroup’s memory usage will stay within its limit following the page allocation, then “charges” the cgroup for the page. Here we do not see as significant a slowdown as in the case of mmunmap, because during each page fault, only one page is “charged” — the memory controller’s overhead is still dwarfed by the cost of handling the page fault itself. In contrast, mmunmap often unmaps multiple pages together, aggregating the cost of the inefficient “uncharging.” Note that mmap is generally unaffected by this change because each mmapped page is allocated on demand when it is later accessed. In addition, the read and write tests are not affected since they use pre-allocated pages from the page cache.

### 4.2.3 Transparent Huge Pages

Enabled from version 3.13 to 4.6, and again from 4.8 to 4.11, the transparent huge pages (THP) feature automatically adjusts the default page size [38]. It allocates 2MB pages (huge pages), and it also has a background thread that periodically promotes memory regions initially allocated with base pages (4KB) into huge pages. Under memory pressure, THP may decide to fall back to 4KB pages or free up more memory through compaction. THP can decrease the page table size and reduce the number of page faults; it also increases “TLB reach,” so the number of TLB misses is reduced.

However, THP can also negatively impact performance. It could lead to internal fragmentation within huge pages. (Unlike FreeBSD [53], Linux could promote a 2MB region that has unallocated base pages into using a huge page [36]). Furthermore, the background thread can also introduce overhead [36]. Given this trade-off, kernel developers have been going back-and-forth on whether to enable THP by default. From version 4.8 to the present, THP is disabled by default.

In general, THP has positive effects on tests that access a large amount of memory. In particular, huge-read slows down by as much as 83% on versions with THP disabled. It is worth noting that THP also diminishes the slowdowns caused by other root causes. For example, THP reduces the impact of Kernel Page Table Isolation (§4.1.1), since KPTI adds overhead on every kernel trap whereas THP reduces the number of page faults.

### 4.2.4 Userspace Page Fault Handling

Enabled in versions 4.6, 4.8, and later versions, userspace page fault handling allows a userspace process to handle page faults for a specified memory region [30]. This is useful for a userspace virtual machine monitor (VMM) to better manage memory. A VMM could inform the kernel to deliver page faults within the guest’s memory range to the VMM. One use of this is for virtual machine migration so that the pages can be migrated on-demand. When the guest VM page faults, the fault will be delivered to the VMM, where the VMM can then communicate with a remote VMM to fetch the page.

Overall, userspace page fault handling introduced negligible overhead except for the big-fork test which was slowed down by 4% on average. This is because fork must check
each memory region in the parent process for associated userspace page fault handling information and copy this to the child if necessary. When the parent has a large number of pages that are mapped, this check becomes expensive.

4.3 Configuration Changes

Three of the root causes are non-optimal configurations. Forced context tracking (§4.3.1) is a misconfiguration by the kernel and Ubuntu developers and causes the biggest slowdown in this category. The other two are the consequences of older kernel versions lacking specifications for the newer hardware used in our experiments, thus leading to non-optimal decisions being made. While this reflects a limitation of our methodology (i.e., running old kernels on new hardware), these misconfigurations could impact real Linux users. First, kernel patches on hardware specifications may not be released in a timely manner: the release of the (simple) patch that specifies the size of second-level TLB did not take place until six months after the release of the Haswell processors, during which time users of the new hardware could suffer a 50% slowdown on certain workloads (§4.3.2). This misconfiguration could impact any modern processor with a second level of TLB. Furthermore, hardware specifications for the popular family of Haswell processors are not back-ported to older kernel versions that still claim to be actively supported (§4.3.3).

4.3.1 Forced Context Tracking

Released into the kernel by mistake in versions 3.10 and 3.12–15, forced context tracking (FCT) is a debugging feature that was used in the development of another feature, reduced scheduling-clock ticks [40]. Nonetheless, FCT was enabled in several Ubuntu release kernels due to misconfigurations. This caused a minimum of approximately 200–300ns overhead in every trip to and from the kernel, thus significantly affecting all of our tests (see Figure 1). On average, FCT slows down each of the 28 tests by 50%, out of which 7 slow down by more than 100% and another 8 by 25–100%.

The reduced scheduling-clock ticks (RSCT) feature allows the kernel to disable the delivery of timer interrupts to idle CPU cores or cores running only one task. This reduces power consumption for idle cores and interruptions for cores running a single compute-intensive task. However, work normally done during these timer interrupts must now be done during other user-kernel mode transitions like system calls. Such work is referred to as context tracking.

Context tracking involves two tasks—CPU usage tracking and participation in the read-copy update (RCU) algorithm. Tracking how much time is spent in userspace and the kernel is usually performed by counting the number of timer interrupts. Without timer interrupts, this must be done on other kernel entries and exits instead. Context tracking also participates in RCU, a kernel subsystem that provides lockless synchronization. Conceptually, under RCU, each object is immutable; when writing to the object, it is copied and updated, resulting in a new version of the object. Because the write does not perturb existing reads, it can be carried out at any time. However, deleting the old version of the object can only be done when it is no longer being read. Therefore, each write also sets a callback to be invoked later to delete the old version of the object when it is safe to do so. The readers cooperate by actively informing RCU when they start and finish reading an object. Normally, RCU checks for ready callbacks and invokes them at each timer interrupt; but under RSCT, this has to be performed at other kernel entries and exits.

FCT performs context tracking on every user-kernel mode transition for every core, even on the ones without RSCT enabled. FCT was initially introduced by the Linux developers to test context tracking before RSCT was ready, and is automatically enabled with RSCT. The Ubuntu developers mistakenly enabled RSCT in a release version, hence inadvertently enabling FCT. When this was reported as a performance problem [14], the Ubuntu developers disabled RSCT. However, this still failed to disable FCT, as the Linux developers accidentally left FCT enabled even after RSCT was working. This was only fixed in later Ubuntu distributions as a result of another bug report [17], 11 months after the initial misconfiguration.

4.3.2 TLB Layout Change

Introduced in kernel version 3.14, this patch improves performance by enabling Linux to recognize the size of the second-level TLB (STLB) on newer Intel processors. Knowing the TLB’s size is important for deciding how to invalidate TLB entries during `munmap`. There are two options: one is to shoot down (i.e., invalidate) individual entries, and the other is to flush the entire TLB. Shoot-down should be used when the number of mappings to remove is small relative to the TLB’s capacity, whereas TLB flushing is better when the number of entries to invalidate is comparable to the TLB’s capacity.

Before this patch was introduced, Linux used the size of the first-level data and instruction TLB (64 entries on our test machines) as the TLB’s size, and is not aware of the larger second-level TLB with 1024 entries. This resulted in incorrect TLB invalidation decisions: for a TLB capacity of 64, Linux calculates the flushing threshold to be $64/64 = 1$. This means that, without the patch, invalidating more than just one entry will cause a full TLB flush. As a result, the `med-munmap` test, which removes 10 entries, suffers as much as a 50% slowdown on a subsequent read of a memory-mapped file of 1024 pages due to the increased TLB misses. With the patch, the TLB flush threshold is increased to 16 (1024/64) on our processor, so `med-munmap` no longer induced a full flush. However, this patch was only released six months after the earliest version of the Haswell family of processors was released. Note that `small-munmap` and `big-munmap` were
not affected because the kernel still made the right decision by invalidating a single entry in small-munmap and flushing the entire TLB in big-munmap.

4.3.3 CPU Idle Power-State Support

Introduced in kernel version 3.9, this patch specifies the fine-grained idle power saving modes of the Intel processor with the Haswell microarchitecture used by our server. Modern processors save power by idling their components. With more of its components turning idle, the processor is said to enter a deeper idle state and will consume less power. However, deeper idle states also take longer to recover from, and this latency results in a lower overall effective operating frequency [25].

Before this patch, the kernel only recognized coarse-grained power saving states. Therefore, when trying to save power, it always turned the processor to the deepest idle state. With this patch, the kernel’s idle driver takes control of the processor’s power management and utilizes lighter idle states. This increases the effective frequency by 31%. On average, this patch speeds up LEBench by 21%, with the CPU intensive select test achieving the most significant speedup of 31%.

While this patch was released in advance of the release of the Xeon processors, it was not backported to the LTS kernel lines which were still supported at the time, including 3.0, 3.2, and 3.4. This means that in order to achieve the best performance for newer hardware, a user might be forced to adopt the newer kernel lines at the cost of potentially unstable features.

5 Macrobenchmark

To understand how the 11 identified root causes affect real-world workloads, we evaluate the Redis key-value store [62], Apache HTTP Server [7], and Nginx web server [55], across the Linux kernel versions on which we tested LEBench. Redis’ workload was used to build LEBench, while workloads from the other two applications serve as validation. We use Redis’ and Apache’s built-in benchmarks—Redis Benchmark [61] and ApacheBench [6]—respectively; we also use ApacheBench to evaluate Nginx. Each benchmark is configured to issue 100,000 requests through 50 (for Redis) or 100 (for Apache and Nginx) concurrent connections.

All three applications spend significant time in the kernel and exhibit performance trends (shown in Figure 7) similar to those observed from LEBench. For each test, the throughput trend tends to be the inverse of the latency trend. For brevity, we only display Redis Benchmark’s three most kernel-intensive write tests, responsible for inserting (RPUSH) or deleting (SPOP, RPOP) records from the key-value store, and the two most kernel-intensive read tests, responsible for returning the value of a key (GET) and returning a range of values for a key (LRANGE) [60].

We disable the 11 root causes on the kernels and evaluate their impact on the applications. Overall, disabling the 11 root causes brings significant speedup for all three applications, improving the performance of Redis, Apache, and Nginx by a maximum of 56%, 33%, and 34%, and an average of 19%, 6.5%, and 10%, respectively, across all kernels. Four changes—forced context tracking (§4.3.1), kernel page table isolation (§4.1.1), missing CPU idle power states (§4.3.3), and avoiding indirect jump speculation (§4.1.2)—account for 88% of the slowdown across all applications. This is not surprising given that these four changes also resulted in the most significant and widespread impact on LEBench tests, as evident in Figure 2. The rest of the performance-impacting changes create more tolerable and steady sources of overhead: across all kernels, they cause an average combined slowdown of 4.2% for Redis, and 3.2% for Apache and Nginx; this observation is again consistent with the results obtained from LEBench, where these changes cause an average slowdown of 2.6% across the tests. It is worth noting that these changes could cause more significant individual fluctuations—if we only count the worst kernels, on average, each change can cause as much as a 5.8%, 11.5%, and 12.2% slowdown for Redis, Apache, and Nginx, respectively.

3In 2019, Redis is the most popular key value store [15], Apache and Nginx rank first and third in web server market share, respectively, and together account for more than half of all market share [54].
Overall, we find that not only do the macrobenchmarks and LE Bench display significant overlap in overall performance trends, they are also impacted by the 11 changes in very similar ways. While it is a limitation that we carried out detailed analysis on the results from a microbenchmark, which does not always exercise kernel operations the same way as a macrobenchmark, we note that even different real-world workloads do not necessarily exercise kernel operations identically. We chose to construct LE Bench out of a set of representative real-world workloads, and our evaluation results from the macrobenchmarks confirm the relevance of LE Bench.

6 Sensitivity Analysis
To understand how different hardware affects the results from LE Bench, we repeat the tests on a laptop with a 2.8GHz Intel i7-4810MQ processor, 32GB of 1600MHz DDR4 memory and a 512GB SSD. Figure 8 displays a side-by-side comparison of the results.

Out of the 11 changes described in §4, 10 have similar performance impacts on LE Bench, on the i7 laptop. Updating CPU idle states does not impact the i7 processor’s frequency. The other 10 changes manifest in differing degrees of performance impact on each machine due to different hardware speeds. For example, the i7 laptop has a faster processor and slower memory. Therefore, the slowdown due to increased L3 misses from randomizing the SLAB freelist gets exaggerated for big-fork (seen after v4.6), likely because the test is memory bound. In addition, we observe more performance variability in the results collected from the laptop, caused by CPU throttling due to over-heating.

7 Discussion
Our findings suggest that kernel performance tuning can play an important role. Unfortunately, thorough performance tuning of the Linux kernel can be extremely expensive. For example, Red Hat and Suse normally require 6-18 months to optimize the performance of an upstream Linux kernel before it can be released as an enterprise distribution [65]. Adding to the difficulty, Linux is a generic OS kernel and thus must support a diverse array of hardware configurations and workloads; many forms of performance optimization do not make sense unless a workload’s characteristics are taken into account. For example, Google’s data-center kernel is carefully performance tuned for their workloads. This task is carried out by a team of over 100 engineers, and for each new kernel, the effort can also take 6-18 months [65].

Unfortunately, this heavyweight performance tuning process cannot catch up with the pace at which Linux is evolving. Our study observes an increasing number of features and security enhancements being added to Linux. In fact, Linux releases a new kernel every 2-3 months, and every release incorporates between 13,000 and 18,000 commits [32]. It is estimated that the mainline Linux kernel accepts 8.5 changes every hour on average [19]. Under such a tight schedule, every release effectively only serves as an integration and stabilization point; therefore, systematic performance tuning is not carried out by the kernel or distribution developers for most kernel releases [27, 65].

Clearly, performance comes at a high cost, and unfortunately, this cost is difficult to get around. Most Linux users cannot afford the amount of resource large enterprises like Google put into custom Linux performance tuning. For the
average user, it may be more economical to pay for a Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) licence, or they may have to compensate for the lack of performance tuning by investing in hardware (i.e., purchasing more powerful servers or scaling their server pool) to make up for slower kernels. All of these facts point to the importance of kernel performance, whose optimization remains a difficult challenge.

8 Limitations
We restrict the scope of our study due to practical limitations. Prior works on analyzing core OS operation performance focused either on comparing the same OS on different architectures or different OSes on the same architecture. In comparison, this paper is the first to compare historical versions of the same OS, systematically analyzing the root causes of performance fluctuations over time.

Ousterhout [56] analyzed OS performance on a range of computers and concluded that the OS was not getting faster at the same rate as the processor due to the increasing discrepancy between the speed of the processor and other devices. Anderson et al. [5] further zoomed into processor architectures and provided a detailed analysis on the performance implications of different architecture designs to the OS. Rosenblum et al. [64] evaluated the impact of architectural trends on operating system performance. They found that despite faster processors and bigger caches, OS performance continued to be bottlenecked by disk I/O and by memory on multiprocessors. Chen and Patterson [12] developed a self-scaling I/O benchmark and used it to analyze a number of different systems. McVoy and Staelin [47] developed Lmbench, a microbenchmark that measures a variety of OS operations. Brown and Seltzer [11] further extended Lmbench. A large number of tests in lmbench were still focused on measuring different hardware speeds. In comparison, we selected tests from workloads commonly used today; therefore, LEBench might be more relevant for modern applications.

Others have evaluated Linux kernel performance using macrobenchmarks. Phoronix [50, 51] studied Linux’s performance across multiple versions but focused on macrobenchmarks, many of which are not kernel intensive. Moreover, they do not analyze the causes of these performance changes.

In 2007, developers at Intel introduced a Linux regression testing framework using a suite of micro- and macrobenchmarks [21], which caught a number of performance regressions in release candidates [13]. In contrast, our study focuses on performance changes in stable versions that persist over many versions, which are more likely to impact real users.

Additional studies have analyzed other aspects of OS performance. Boyd-Wickizer et al. [10] analyzed Linux’s scalability and found that the traditional kernel design can be adapted to scale without architectural changes. Lozzi et al. [45] discovered Linux kernel bugs that resulted in leaving cores idle even when runnable tasks exist. Pillai et al. [58] discovered Linux file systems often trade crash consistency guarantees for good performance.

Finally, Heiser and Elphinstone [20] examined the evolution of the L4 microkernel for the past 20 years and found that many design and implementation choices have been phased out because they either are too complex or inflexible, or complicate verification.

9 Related Work
Prior works on analyzing core OS operation performance in Linux. Overall, most of the core Linux operations today are much slower than a few years ago, and substantial performance fluctuations are common. We attribute most of the slowdowns to 11 changes grouped into three categories: security enhancements, new features and misconfigurations. Studying each change in detail, we find that many of the performance impacting changes are possible to mitigate with more proactive performance testing and optimizations; and most of the performance impact is possible to avoid through custom configuration of the kernel. This highlights the importance of investing more in kernel performance tuning and its potential benefits.

10 Concluding Remarks
This paper presents an in-depth analysis on the evolution of core OS operation performance in Linux. Overall, most of the core Linux operations today are much slower than a few years ago, and substantial performance fluctuations are common. We attribute most of the slowdowns to 11 changes grouped into three categories: security enhancements, new features and misconfigurations. Studying each change in detail, we find that many of the performance impacting changes are possible to mitigate with more proactive performance testing and optimizations; and most of the performance impact is possible to avoid through custom configuration of the kernel. This highlights the importance of investing more in kernel performance tuning and its potential benefits.
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